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INTRODUCTION
Coplanar waveguides have been used extensively in the areas of microwave and
millimeterwave integrated circuits and systems. They are especially useful when the
surrounding circuitry is planar in geometry. Coplanar waveguide structures were first
analyzed by C. P. Wen in 1969 using conformal mapping techniques [1]. Wen's analysis
assumes infinite dielectric thickness and zero metal thickness for the conductors. Since
then, other researchers have done additional work to account for finite dielectric thickness
and non-zero metal thickness [2] [3], and for coplanar waveguides contained inside metal
housing also known as coupled fin lines[4].
Coplanar waveguides give the designer great flexibility in the adjustment of
propagation characteristics. Strapping of the structure, provides for the suppression of slot
modes and gives the designer added control over the dispersion characteristics of the
structure through changes in the dimensions of the housing. An enclosed structure has the
additional advantage of reduced radiation losses.
In this dissertation a new coupled fin line structure, with asymmetrical, rectangular,
top and bottom housings, is analyzed using the modal analysis technique [4]. The
boundary Green's function of the structure, relating the surface currents to the electric
fields is derived by using this technique. The propagation characteristics, i.e. propagation
constant and impedances, of the structure are determined by using Galerkin's procedure
and the results are presented for a wide range of possible structure dimensions.
A CAD compatible, quasi-static analysis based on conformal mapping of the
rectangular housing structure and known coplanar waveguide results [1][3] is also
presented. The results of the analysis are shown to be in good agreement with the fullwave
simulation at low frequencies.2
FULL WAVE ANALYSIS OF COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE
Introduction
In this section, a rigorous analysis of the propagation structure in question is
performed using the modal analysis method. The numerical solution is accomplished
through the use of Galerkin's method. Finally the propagation characteristics of the
structure, characteristic impedance, and lossless propagation constant, are determined. The
analysis is carried out in terms of the even and odd modes of propagation. In the former
case, the surface of symmetry is replaced by an electric wall and in the later case by a
magnetic wall.
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Figure 1. Coplanar Waveguide Structure Cross Section
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The Green's function is derived in the same manner as for the asymmetric slot
structure presented in [4]. First the components of the electric and magnetic fields are
expressed as Fourier expansions subject to the boundary conditions of the waveguide.
Then using the conditions of continuity at the boundaries of the three regions, the modal
amplitudes of the fields may be determined. From this then, a homogeneous characteristic
system is computed from knowledge of the form of the current at the boundaries.
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Figure 2. Coplanar Waveguide Half Structure Cross Section
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This analysis is carried out twice. Once for the odd mode case and next for theeven
mode case. In the odd mode case, the full structure, see Figure 1, is divided in half andan
electric wall is placed where the center line (y = 0)of the coplanar waveguide structure
would have been, see Figure 2. This forces the electric field at y= 0 to be zero. For the4
even mode case, the full structure is again divided in half but in this case, a magnetic wall is
placed at y = 0. This forces the magnetic field to be zero aty = 0. The full analysis for the
odd mode case is presented and then only the necessary but minor modifications for the
even mode case are presented.
Field Components for the Odd Mode Case
The field component must satisfy the following conditionson the conducting walls
of the waveguide:
ET = 0
H N = 0
in addition, at y = 0:
ET = 0 (3)
The electromagnetic field is assumed to be propagating in the positivez direction
and has time, x and z dependence as follows: e'w flz respectively. Expanding the
electromagnetic fields in x, and z directions for each region of Figure 2 gives:
Region 1 x components
co
gx Anicos[y ni(xhmsin( anY) (4a)
rz..0
=Bni sin[ y ni(xho]cos(an y) (4b)5
Region 2 x components
CO
ET = E [An2 sin( y2 x)sin(a 'fly) + A'n2 cos( yn2x)sin(a 'fl y)] (4c)
n-1
00
ifx2) = 2 [B n2cos(yX)COS( a rn y) + B'n2sin( yn2 x)cos(a 'y)](4d) n0
Region 3 x components
CO
Px3) = E An3cos[yn3(x + d + hi)]sin(a ' nY) (4e)
n-1
CO
H(x3) = I Bn3sin[ yn3(x + d + hi)]cos(a Iny)
n-O
Region 1 y components
E(Y 1)= / Snisin[Yni(xh2)]cos(a0)
n-0
um= I mnicos[yni(xhmsin(any) "Y
n-1
Region 2 y components
CO
(4f)
(5a)
(5b)
E1,2) = 1 [sn,cos( yn2x)cos(a 'fly) + sin2sin (yn2X)COS(Cen y)](5c)
n. 0
CO
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n..06
Region 3 y components
where:
00
Ex3) =Sn3cos[y n3(x + d + hO]sin(a 'n Y) (5e)
n=1
CO
H(2) =Mn3sin[yn3(x +d + hi)]cos(a 'n y) (50
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Sn3 =An3 Y n3an Ito 13Bn3)/(a'2n +fi2) (6d)
Mni = (o)E013 Ant- a nYniBni)/(a! +fi (6e)
Mn2 = (co E 0£ rfi An2 +af Y,72B2)/(a+ /32) (60
M'n2 = (a) E0Er13n2 a 'n Yn2/3'n2)/(a!+ fi (6g)
Mn3 = (to E 00/3 Anaa'n Yn3Bn3)/(a + (6h)
Region 1 z components00
=Cnisin[Y h2)] sin(a (7a)
n-1
00
jrzo =Dnicos[y ni(xh2)1cos(a ny)
n-O
Region 2 z components
(7b)
Ez2) =[C2 cos( yn2x) sin( a 'y) + C '2 sin( yx)sin(a 'y)] (7c)
n.1
cc
142) = E [D n2Sin(2X) COS(any) + D',,2 cos( yn2x)cos(a'y)](7d)
n-0
Region 3 z components
where:
CO
Ez3)= E C n3 sin[yo(x + d + hi)]sin(a'ny)
rz-1
00
(7e)
=A In3cos[Y 3(x + d + 121)]cos(a' ay) (70
0
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b
rut
k y2= k y3= a',, = b,
By writing the boundary conditions at x = d,
E(3) = gy2)
(8e)
(8f)
(8g)
(8h)
(9)
(10a)
(10b)
(10c)
(11a)
(11b)
(12a)
E(z3)= Ez2) ( 12b)9
14(3)T02)
"Y"Y
143)42)
(12c)
(12d)
An3 and Bn3 be expressed in terms of Ant and Bn2, see appendix. Writing the
boundary conditions at x = 0:
On the region 1 side at x = 0:
00
E,1) (y)= -Esnisin(ynih2)cos( any)
n-0
CO
(13a)
ET (y) =_1 CniSin(Ynih2) sin(an y) (13b)
n-1
Computing the Fourier cosine expansion of (13a) and the sine expansion of (13b)
from 0 to b gives:
Len =f :kyl)(Y)lx-0cos(a y)d y =1Sm. sin( rnih2)
b-
12, n = 0
11, no 0
(14a)
Lin = Lb ET(Y)lx=0 sin(an A d y=-Picni sin( Y1112) (14b)
Substituting Sni and Gni from (A.14b) and (A.16b), An] and Bnican be
expressed in terms of L2n and Lln2(an Lf2n +113L1n) L2n
Ani Liz. = (15a)
b Y nisin(Y nih2) b
Bn1
2(j/3 L'2 + an Lin)
jb w su, osin(Ynih2)
On the region 2 side at x = 0:
oo
2)(s, \= 1 Sn2COS(CenY)
k-Yi
n-O
CO gz2)(y)= 2 cn2sin(a 'fly)
111
(15b)
(16a)
(16b)
Computing the Fourier cosine expansion of (16a) and the sine expansion of (16b)
from 0 to b' gives:
K2n =
=
foij,2)(y)lx_0cos( a'ny)d y= ISn2
es
n = 0
1, n 0 0
(17a)
Km= fo E12)61x-osin(a' ny)dY=2bCn2 (17b)
Substituting S n2 and Cn2 from (A.14a) and (A.16a), K2n and Kincan be
expressed in terms of Ant and Bn2:
2(ainK12n+ j/3 Kin)
An2 = ,Ki2n = K2n/o
b Yi
(18a)
10B22(J13 K1 2n+ a ',,Kin)
jbco P0
Also at x = 0:
MI)11;,2)= I,(y)
H(z2)141)I y(y)
(18b)
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/z(y) and /y(y) are current densities on the fins (x = 0). Substituting the expressions
for Hy and Hz in both regions, the Green's functions may be found by factoring into the
following form:
where:
iy(y)=IoceGi iL'2cos(an y)+ 20coGi2K,2cos(a,ny)
+20Gi3L1,, cos(an y) + E:Gi4Kincos(a ',, y)
/,(Y)=I:G21/,'2sin(an y) + /1`.°G22K'2.sin(cen y)
+1 ic° G23 Li sin(an Y) + 1i°' G24 Kin sin( a 1 y)
s+11,
(20a)
(20b)
Lin = f Eiz1)(y)sin(any)dy (21a)
s.
L2 = fL1,1)(y)cos(any)dy
s
s +w
(21b)
K1 = f E4,2)(y)sin(a'y)dy (21c)
"s12
S+ W
Ka = fE;,2)(y)co0',00 y (21d)
''s
Ey and Ez are the fields in the slots of the waveguide. These fields are expressed
using the following basis functions:
cos ma-4s) (
EYm(Y)
w
ill (2(")1
2
w
s syss+ w (22a)
sin(ma.4s
Ezni(y)
w s s yss+w (22b)
1-_(2.ty-s) 1)-
11 w
The fields in the slots are:
M
Ey(y)=2c,Ey.(y) (23a)
,-0
M
Ez(y)=Ed.Ezni(y)
m_i
Substituting (23) into (21):
S+ W M M
(23b)
L1,7 = 1 1 d.E.(y)sin(any)dy = Ednia, (24a)
m-1 m-1
S+W M M
L2 = f 2 c. Ey.(y)cos( a n y)d y = 1 cmLin (24b)
s m-1 m-iwhere:
s. m Al
K1n = f /d.Ezni(y)sin(a'n y)d y = 1 dmion (24c)
s,n-i ni=i
s. m
K2 = f Ec,Ern(y)cos(ainy)d y = 2 c.1(2,, (24d)
s m-i ni=i
S+W
Lin = f E,,,,(y)sin(a ny)dy = Evn(an) (25a)
5+ W
Lin = f Ern(y)cos(an y)dy = Eym(an) (25b)
S+W
Kinn = f Ezm(y)sin(a'ny)dy=Ez,n(a' ,,) (25c)
S+ W
Kin = f Eym(y)cos(a'ny)dy= Ern(a'n) (25d)
s
13
Eym and Ezm are the Fourier transforms of the slot field basis functions in regions
1 and 2. These transforms are:
\
4 2
Jrw(
2
1
Ern(an)= cos mx+an(s+ w/2)) Jokma±anw)
+
NW
COS(1 1 i rria-an(s +w/2) )J 0(-2k maanw) 4
NW(1 1 1 E ym (a n)= Tcos
2
MH+an(S +W12))Jo
2knur+anw))
(26a)--cos
(-1Mr-an(s/412) ) T o(-2 ma-anw) 4 2
Substituting (24) into (20) gives:
m
Iy 67) =ck cos(any) +E Gi2n, cos(ainy)
0nO n-O
M cc co
Xdk I G,307, cos( any) +2 GI4KincOs(ainY)
n-O n-0
iz(y)=ck(G2ILL, sin(an y) G221d, sin(cozy)
k -0 n=0 n=0
M
+xdk I G23/1 sin( any) +1 G241Cin sin( a'ny)
1 n=0 n-0
(26b)
(27a)
(27b)
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Using Galerkin's method, taking the inner product of (27a) with an andKin and
the inner product of (27b) with Lin and Kin gives:
Iy (Y) = Ck(2'iLTn Lln+ Gi21C2nn
k=0 n=0 n=0
m ce
+xdk
Gi3Lcnni+E Gi4KTnickin
-1 n.0 n-O
I y (Y) = k( + I G22KaKt,
0 n-O n-0
M co
+xdk E G23 Limn nEG24KInneln
-1 n-0 n-0
(28a)
(28b)
For m = 1,2,3,4,...,M. These equations result in a matrix equation of the form:EAl[ckk] fl/Y c z]
(29)
15
Obviously, however, the currents in each slot must bezero since the conductivity of
the dielectric is zero. Therefore:
[
A][C
k
=[0]
C k
(30)
Equation (30) has no solution (except the trivial solution of ck=dk=0) unless:
det [A] = 0 (31)
So, for any given frequency, 13 is found by finding the root of (31). Once /3 is
found, (30) is solved for ck and dk. Then actual values of the electromagnetic fieldsare
then computed through knowledge of ck and dk.
Field Components for the Even Mode Case
The odd even mode case is very similar to the odd modecase. The only difference
is the magnetic wall at y = 0 in place of the electric wall. This affects boundaryconditions
only in the y direction. The only necessary modification, from (11) is:
ky1 = an
1 (n+2)
ky2=ky3=a'n
b
(n
+
2
b'
(32a)
(32b)16
Note that this does not affect the Green's function derivation. This is to be expected
because, the Green's function is the response of the system at the boundary between
regions 1 and 2 (x = 0) and is unaffected by a change in the boundary conditions at y = 0.
The effect of the change in an does not cause extensive modification of the results. The
only other significant difference is in the derivation of L2n and K2n:
and:
b
L2.= LEy (Y)lx_ocos(any) d y = 2 &sin( 7h2.)
b b .I
L1.= foEz
0)
mix-osin(any)d y = 2 Cnisln 0 1 ,,1h2)
b'(2)
K2n = fo Ey 67)1x_ocos(al ny)dy = 2Sn2
(33a)
(33b)
(33c)
Kln=f
'
EZ2)67)Ix-0Sin(af Y)dY=liCn2 (33d)
L'2nL2n
K' - 2n K2n
(34a)
(34b)
Except for these minor differences the analysis proceeds as in the odd mode case.
Computation of Characteristic Impedance
The definition used for calculating characteristic impedance for the finline is [4]:Z-1/22 Pa
(35)
where Pavg is the time averaged power flow and V is the voltage across the slot
given by:
and
S+W
V= 1E3760 y
Ey(Y)=tync.E,(y)
The average power from the Poynting theorem is given by:
bh2
(36a)
(36b)
* Avg= Ref pE,Hy- Eyg)dxdy (37)
0-(h1+d)
Computation of this integral is simplified by applying Parseval's theorem to (38)
and taking the Fourier transform of the fields as follows:
form:
Pavg = Ke
"g2b
h2
fd x(E( an)Sy(aa) Ey(a a)l-nan)) (38)
-(hl+d)
Integration with respect to x is carried out analytically giving an expression of the
(39)
1718
This is evaluated numerically for each of the three regions. These results are then
added for total average power in the waveguide and along with voltage are used in (35) to
calculate characteristic impedance.19
QUASI-STATIC ANALYSIS OF COPLANAR WAVEGUIDE
Introduction
Calculation of the capacitive loading of the shielding is completed using the method
of conformal mapping[8] [6] [9]. Conformal mapping is a very useful and powerful method
for solving field problems that are difficult or impossible to solve directly. Conformal
mapping involves mapping the coordinates of one complex plane, where field calculations
are difficult, to another where they are straight forward. The capacitive loading of the shield
is then added to the solution of the coplanar waveguide.
The Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation
The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is a conformal transformation thatmaps a
general polygon in the complex W plane into the real axis in the Z plane. The interior of the
polygon being mapped to the upper half of the Z plane and the exterior to the lower half.
The transformation proceeds as follows:
W = Xi)
-kidZ + B
z-1
(40)
The constant A rotates and scales the figure in the W plane. The pointsxi map into
the points Wig. The constant B translates the figure horizontally in the W plane,see Figure
3. Integration is normally not possible unless lkil = 0, 112, 1, 3/2 or 2 [6].iY
20
Z plane
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Figure 3. Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation
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Figure 4. Shielding Housing
zplane
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-1/ko -1 0 xlx2 1 1/ko
Figure 5. Shielding Housing Mapped to Real Axis
Quasi-static Analysis
The Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation is used on the shielding portion of the
wave guide under consideration to map it into a coordinate system where calculation of its21
capacitance is trivial. This shield is a relatively simple rectangular polygon as shown in
Figure 4. First the mapping from the Z-plane to the W-plane is found.
x
d z
w = A r B (41)
z2)(1ko2z2)
The unknowns for this mapping are A, B and ko From examination of the structure
and coordinate system it is clear that B = 0. ko is found by using tables of complete
elliptical integrals [5] [7] or by using closed form expressions for K(ko) /K'(k0) [3]. In
either case, the value of K(1(0)/K'(k0) for the particular structure is determined and then a
search is carried out to find the value of ko that gives the proper ratio. Once ko is found, A
may be found by:
A
K(ko)
a'
(42)
After A is determined, the next step is to find xi and x2 using equation (40) where
the unknown is the upper limit of integration. This normally requires numerical integration:
d z
x'i = A f
_z2)(1_ k20z2)
X2
x'2 = A f
,1(1z2x1_koz2)
dz
(43a)
(43b)22
-a + jb
jb
-a 0 a
a + jb
Figure 6. Final Mapping of Shield Housing to Parallel Plate Geometry
Now C. P. Wen's results [1] are used to find the capacitance of the structure in
Figure 4 by mapping it to the parallel plate capacitor structure in Figure 5. The results are:
where:
Cb = 2 E 2 E101)
b ° Ki(ki)
k1=
xl
X2
(44)
(45)
Expressions for the characteristic impedance and effective dielectric constant for
coplanar waveguides are found in [1] [2] and [3]. These expressions are used to compute
the capacitance of the coplanar waveguide due to fields in the finite thickness dielectric
only. The capacitance of the box is then added to that of the coplanar waveguide. The
inductance for the new structure is calculated by setting the relative dielectric constant for
region 2, Figure 2, to 1 and exploiting the fact that waves propagate at c in freespace. Once
inductance for the new structure is calculated, the characteristic impedance and propagation
characteristics may be calculated.23
RESULTS
The following are the results of the analysis described in the previous sections. The
dimensions of the housing, slot width and position and frequecy were varied to show the
degree of freedom available for controlling the characteristics of the structure.
Characteristice impedance and effective dielectric constant versus frequency for
varing top housing sizes.
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Figure 10. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Frequency for Varying b
w = 0.25, Px= 0.375, b' = 20, h2 = 1, hl = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 11. Z odd vs. Top Housing Size for varying Frequency
w = 0.25, Px= 0.375, b' = 20, h2 = 1, hl = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 12. Z even vs. Top Housing Size for varying Frequency
w = 0.25, Px= 0.375, b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 13. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Top Housing Size for varying
Frequency, w = 0.25, Px= 0.375, b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
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Figure 14. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Top Housing Size for varying
Frequency, w = 0.25, P x = 0.375, b' = 20, h2 = 1, hl = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)28
Characteristice impedance and effective dielectric constant versus frequency for
varing slot widths.
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Figure 15. Z odd vs. Slot Width for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hl = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)5
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Figure 16. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Frequency for varying Slot Width
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 17. Z even vs. Frequency for varying Slot Width
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)6
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Figure 18. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Frequency for varyingSlot Width
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 19. Z odd vs. Slot Width for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 20. Z even vs. Slot Width for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 21. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Slot Width for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)5
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Figure 22. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Slot Width for varying Frequency
Px = b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2= 1, h1= 10, d= 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)33
Characteristice impedance and effective dielectric constant versus frequency for
varing slot widths.
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Figure 23. Z odd vs. Frequency for varying Slot Position
w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
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Figure 24. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Frequency for varying Slot
Position,w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 25. Z even vs. Frequency for varying Slot Position
w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hl = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 26. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Frequency for varying Slot
Position,w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 27. Z odd vs. Slot Position for varying Frequency
w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 28. Z even vs. Slot Position for varying Frequency
w = 0.25, b = 1.25 b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 29. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Slot Position for varying
Frequency, w = 0.25, b = 1.25b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d= 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)37
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Figure 30. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Slot Position for varying
Frequency, w = 0.25, b = 1.25b' = 20, h2 = 1, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)38
Characteristic,e impedance and effective dielectric constant versus frequency for
varing top housing size. The width to height ratio is held constant while the overall size is
varied.
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Figure 31. Z odd vs. Box size for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, w = 0.25, b 1112 = 2, b' = 20, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)
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Figure 32. Z even vs. Box size for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, w = 0.25, b Ih2= 2, b' = 20, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
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Figure 33. Effective Dielectric Constant, Odd Mode vs. Box size for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, w = 0.25, b 1h2 = 2, b' = 20, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
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Figure 34. Effective Dielectric Constant, Even Mode vs. Box size for varying Frequency
Px = 0.375, w = 0.25, b 1h2 = 2, b' = 20, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)41
Comparision of the characteristice impedance and effective dielectric constant
versus top housing size for full wave analysis and quasistatic analysis. The width to height
ratio is held constant while the overall size is varied.
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Figure 35. Z even and Zo vs. Box size for varying Frequency, Full Wave and Quasi-static
Px = 0.375, w = 0.25, b 1h2 = 2, b' = 20, hi = 10, d = 0.25, Er =9.9
All dimensions in (mm)42
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Figure 36. Effective Dielectric Constant vs. Box size for varying Frequency, Full Wave
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CONCLUSION
In this dissertation a new coupled fin line structure, with asymmetrical, rectangular,
top and bottom housings, was analyzed using the modal analysis technique [4]. The
boundary Green's function of the structure, relating the surface currents to the electric
fields was derived by using this technique. The propagation characteristics, i.e.
propagation constant and impedances, of the structure are determined by using Galerkin's
procedure and the results were presented for a wide range of possible structure dimensions.
A CAD compatible, quasistatic analysis based on conformal mapping of the
rectangular housing structure and known coplanar waveguide results [4][9] was presented.
The results of the analysis are shown to be in good agreement with the fullwave simulation
at low frequencies.
The analysis shows that the slot modes of propagation are suppressed and that the
dispersion characteristics of the waveguide can be controlled by changes in the dimensions
of the housing. In addition this structure provides better electrical isolation from the
surroundings than the traditional coplanar waveguide and radiation is eliminated. Thus the
asymmetrical coupled fin line provides better performance than traditional coplanar
waveguides, while giving the designer a degree of freedom to obtain the desired
propagation constant and impedances.44
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Derivation of Green's functions for modal analysis
For electromagnetic fields propagating in the positive zdirection, x z and time
dependence are e'Lxe_ipz, esofrespectively. For a region without sources the time
varying electric and magnetic fields satisfy Maxwell's equations:
vxii=iwErE0E
vxk=miwpoii
Expanding by x, y, and z components gives:
jcoErEoCxd Hz _a Hy
ay az
__°m
jwErEoEy
dz ax
jw ErE0E,
ax dy
fa) ErEoHx=
a y dz
Eza Ey
aEZ
iC0ErEoHy_(Ex
dz ax
aE _dEx
fro ErE0 Hz
°Y(A.20 ax
(A.2a)
(A.2b)
(A.2c)
(A.2d)
(A.2e)
46Substituting (A.2c) into (A.2e) gives:
where:
(9
0)2P0E0E,Hy y =PDE0ErdE,,+2
dxd
1-1x _O2H
ax
(32 Hy
and kO= (02 Po E0
ax
This results finally in:
1 . dExi
LE,,, Hy
(14E0-kbLady dz
And in similar fashion:
1 ro2Hx . ()Ex.] Hz_ icoE0E,
(kOEokb[ (hoz ay
1 1o2E . oHx1 E
(k2EO-1C2)adyxjw14°d
1 a2Ex .ollx1
Ez + JO) 14
E 001. axoz ay
(A.3)
(A.4a,b)
(A.5a)
(A.5b)
(A.5c)
(A.5d)
The y and z components of the electric and magnetic fields can be obtained from
(A.5ad). The x components satisfy the Wave equation:
V2-E+1C(2)Er-E=0
V214 +E= 0(A.6b)
(A.6a)
4748
Which yields the Helmholtz equation:
2
2
d2(ee -02)1[Exl,=
Laxdy 1.1 Hxj
The general solution of equation (A.7) has the form:
where:
Ex =[Acos(lc, x) +Bsin(LACcos(kyy)+ Dsin(kyY)
(A.7)
(A.8)
kx + ley= fi2 (A.9)
Solving (A.7) in the three regions shown in Figure (2) gives:
kxi = y,=.111d- P2- a!
kx2=n2 = liErko a'2
kx3 = Y n3 =Afkilfi2a '2.
ky1= an=
b
(A.10a)
(A.10b)
(A. 10c)
(A.11a)
ky2=ky3=a1 =nx
n
(A.11b)49
Region 1 x components
CO
Er = 1 Anicos[y,,,(xh2)1sin(an y)
n-1
Co
(A.12a)
HT = E Bnisin[y ,(xh2)] cos(anY) (A.12b)
n- 0
Region 2 x components
CO
Ex2) = E [An2sin( yn2x)sin(a 'fly) + A'n2 cos( Yn 2x) sin(a 'n y)] (A.12c)
n-1
CO
I2X2) = 1 [ B COO X)COS(a 1ny) + En2sin( yn2x)cos( a 'fly)](A.12d)
n-0
Region 3 x components
CO
Ex3)= E An3COS[Y n3 (X + d + 111)]sin(a ' n Y)
n-1
Co
(A.12e)
11(x3) = 1 Bn3sin[Y n3(x + d + hi)]cos(a Iny) (A.120
n-0
Region 1 y components
Co
E;,1) = 1 S nisin[y ni(xh2)]cos(a ny)
n -0
Co
(A.13a)
Iv) = 2 mnicos[y,,,(xh2)]sin( an y) (A.13b)
n-1Region 2 y components
CO
Ey2) =[S,,2cos(72x)cos(a 'y) + Sin2sin(yX) COS( ny)](A.13c)
n-0
142) = I [mn2sin(y n2x)sin(a 'fly) + M'n2cos( y,z2x)sin(a 'fly)](A.13d)
n=0
Region 3 y components
00
E.,(3) = E sn3costYn3(x d + 14)1sin(anY) (A.13e)
n=1
00
H(x3) =Mn3sin[y n3(x + d + hi)]cos(an
n.0
(A.13f)
50
Substituting (A.12a-f) into (A.5a and c) gives the coefficients Sn and Mn in terms
of An and Bn:
sni=( Anirni an w popBni)/(ce! +131 (A.14a)
Sn2 = (An2Yn2aincoluofiBn2)/(a+ fi2) (A.14b)
S'n2 =(-Ain27n2ain- colloPEn2)/(a'+ 02) (A.14c)
Sn3 = (-An3Y n3a popBn3)/(a'p2) (A.14d)
Mni= (cuEofi Ant- anYniBni)/(a!+132) (A.14e)
Mn2= (wE0ErfiAn2+ ainYn2Bn2)/(a!+fi2) (A.141)AP,z2(0) EoErp A',,2a' nY n2B' ,,2)I(a+ fi2)
Mn3 = (W EOP An3Cell Yn3Bn3)/(Ce,7 4"/32)
Region 1 z components
CO
(A.14g)
(A.14h)
ET = E cnisin[y ,,1(xh2)] sin( a fly) (A.15a)
n-1
0 0
HT = E Dnicos[Yni(x hmcos(any)
n.0
Region 2 z components
oo
(A.15b)
E(z2) = E [cn2 cos( y,,,x)sin(ce ' ny) + C f n2sin(Yn2X)Sin(a r 0)](A.15c)
n-1
0 0
Hie) = 2 [Dn2sin(y n2x)cos(a Iny) + D'n2cos( yn2x)cos(a ' fly)](A.15d)
n0
Region 3 z components
OD
EP = I C n3Sin[Y n3(X + d + hO]sin(a'n31) (A.15e)
n1
Co
Th3) = 2 mn3cos[r.(x + d + hi)]cos(a ' fly) n0
(A.15f)
5152
Substituting (A.15a0 into (A.5a and c) gives the coefficients Cn and Dn in terms of
An and Bn:
Cni=(j13Yal Anijco t I oa,,Bni)l(a!+ 131
cn2 = (-Jo Y.2 An2./(0 li oai .B.2)1(a',+ 131
Cn2 =(i 13Y .2A'n2- iwil Oa' n B".2)I(a''' +131
C,i3= (iP Y 3A.3.CULL0a'B3)/(a+fil
Dn1 = (jcoeoanAnij/3 yIB)/(ce!+02)
D2, = (jcoE0ErainAn2+ .i/3 Yn2Bn2)/(a '., +
132)
LY n2 = ( jC0 E0Cr a 'n A'n2IN Y n2 B',,2)/ (a' +02)
Dn3 = (fro Eoa InAn3 113 Yn3Bn3)/(Ct', +fi2)
Writing boundary conditions at x =d, gives:
E1,3)= Ely2)
El3) = Ez2)
IV) = MY2)
(A. 16a)
(A.16b)
(A.16c)
(A.16d)
(A.16e)
(A.160
(A.16g)
(A.16h)
(A.17a)
(A.17b)
(A.17c)53
H(2)= HT
Substituting the field expressions in (A.17ad) and solving,
where:
where:
(A.17d)
Ana r yn2,1[Ancos(yc1)+ A'n2sin(y n2d)] (A.18)
n3 [y sin(YINJ 2
A'n2 = An2 Fnl (A.19)
F n1
n2cos(yCOCOS(Y nihi)Erynisin( yd) sin(y nihji
, (A.20)
y n2sin(yCI)COS( y.10Erynicos( yn2d)sin( %hi)
yn2 ir i \
\fAn2 Sink I/ ,,2d) + /4%2 COS( y,a d)] un3
y COS( y ninq
(A.21)
B' n2= B.2F.2 (A.22)
cos(yd)COS(Yh1)y ,,2sin( yn2d)sin( ynih1)1
Fn2
y sin (yd)COS(Yhi)Y cos (yn2d) sin( ynihi)
On the region 1 side at x = 0:
(A.23)
gy1)(y)= / Snisin( Y nih2)coce nY) (A.24a)
n=054
ET (y) = 1 Cnisin( ynih 2)sin (an y) (A.24b)
n=1
Computing the Fourier cosine expansion of (A.24a) and the sine expansion of
(A.24b) from 0 to b gives:
L2n = fo ky"(Y)Ix- 0C°S(an Y)d y = 135, Sni sin( Y nih2)
n = 0
(5 =
1, n * 0
(A.25a)
Lin = fobL11)(Y)Ix_osin(anAdy=--b2c nisin(y i112) (A.25b)
Substituting Sni and Cni from (A.14b) and (A.16b), L2n and Lin can be
expressed in terms of An] and Bra:
2(anLt2n + j13 Lin)Lt L / 45 Ant = h2)
Bn1
2(//3 L'2n + anLi ln)
/ \
fb COP sink YI n2)
On the region 2 side at x = 0:
00
E(y2)(y)= 1 Sn2cos(a' ny)
n =CI
00
(A.26a)
(A.26b)
(A.27a)
Ez2) (Y) = E cn2sin(a ' y) (A.27b)
n -1Computing the Fourier cosine expansion of (A.27a) and the sine expansion of
(A.27b) from 0 to b' gives:
K2n = fb; ky2)(Ylx-0cos(a' ny) d y =1212Sni
o
{2, n =0
1, n o 0
(A.28a)
Kl = f Ez2)(Y)Losin(a1 y)dy =2bCn2 (A.28b)
Substituting Sn2 and Cn2 from (A.14a) and (A.16a), K2n and Kin can be
expressed in terms of Ant and Bn2:
=2(a 'nKf2n+ JP Kin)P2 = K2,45
b yni
D 20fi Kt2n +afnK1n) IIn2 =
jbwitt0
Also at x = 0:
ir),1)H;,2)= 1,(y)
H(z2)Mi) = Iy(A
(A.29a)
(A.29b)
(A.30a)
(A.30b)
5556
/z(y) and /y(y) are current densities on the fins (x = 0). Substituting the expressions
for Hy and Hz in both regions, the Green's functions may be found by factoring into the
following form:
where:
zy(y)=20GiiL2ncos(any)-FrGuic2ncos(a'ny)
+ ra 3 Lcos( a,, Y) + 2co°G14Kin cos( a 'fly)
iz(y)= ri G2x2nsin(any)+I7G22K'2nsin(ainy)
+2:G23LnSin(an y) + r G24Kin Sin(a in y)
J2cos(7nih2) rwEoan2y f321
G11 , /
b(a : + p Slnq 211Yni W PO .1
\I
n1
G12j21(°E°Era'2nFniYn2/3E,21
b'(ot I:+ f32)I. 7n2
I
w 1 01j
2COS(Y
n1h2) 1CO E0 an i7,110ln/31
G13 2
+)32 )Sin (7 h2)[7ni wIt0i
2 ico£,DEra'nfiF7n2aInPFn21 n1
G14
bt(Cle2n+p2)[ 72 coPoi
2c047mh2)rwEoanfiynianfil
G21b(a: +fi2)Sin( Ynih2) [Yni (I) 140j
(A.31a)
(A.31b)
(A.32a)
(A.32b)
(A.32c)
(A.32d)
(A.32e)-2rwE E a' pF a'nfiF21
G22-" '+ '
bleni-P2)11. 7.2 (pito
j2 cos(7 h2) rw E0)6 27 a21
G23 7rt \I mni 1
+p2 )sinynin2 ) 0
-j2rwEoE P2Fi a'2F 21
w G24- 2 2\1 "2
naf n+ (3 )1. n2 410
(A.32f)
(A.32g)
(A.32h)
57